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MEMORIAL TO THOSE SOLDIERS AND SAILORS FROM
THIS COMMONWEALTH WHO SERVED THE COuN-
TRY IN TIME OF WAR.

the Honorable Senate and House of Representali
i

The Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Memorial Commission, appointed
the Resolves of 1920, submitsunder authority of chapter 8:

the following report
lission readsThe resolve creating the Comr

by the governor toResolved, That a commission shall
rtter of the constructs

this commonwealth who servedfrc

the country in time of war. T! insist of five perseissxon

il war, one a veteran of the Spanish11be a veteran of tl
war. The commission shall con-war, and one a veteran of the wort

ial, in its judgment, should bewhat f

lertaken, in what situation it shout nd what sum of mon
give public hearings, if it deems
3 without compensation, but may

it should cost. The commissi* v

expedient
expenses as shall be approved bysums for it

the governor and council. The comm
eral court not later than January fifte

sion shall report to the next gen-
nth. [Approved June 2, 192t

On June 16, 1920, His Excellency Calvin Coolidge appointed
as members of the Commission J. Payson Bradley of Boston,
Willis W. Stover of Everett, George F. Keenan of Boston,
Charles R. Greco of Winchester, and Louis E. Kirstein of
Boston. Subsequently the Commission organized with J.

Ci)c Commontucaltij of Qpaggacfmsetts.
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Payson Bradley as chairman, and Grover C. Hoyt of Boston as
secretary.

The Commission very early came to the conclusion that if a
memorial were to be erected, it should not only fittingly com-
memorate the valiant deeds of the sons of Massachusetts in the
various wars in which this nation has been involved, but should
also be satisfactory, in form and location, to the veterans and
to members of societies and organizations the fundamental pur-
pose of which is the teaching and promotion of patriotism.

In order to obtain the opinions of such persons, the Commis-
sion has tried to cover the entire State by giving hearings in
such centers as Boston, Springfield, Worcester, Fall River, New
Bedford, Lowell, Lawrence and Salem.

To each of these hearings the Commission invited, by per-
sonal letter, the representatives of local and neighboring posts
of the Grand Army of the Republic, the Spanish War Veter-
ans, the American Legion, and the veterans of Foreign Wars,
as well as every other military or auxiliary organization known
to the Commission, and, by advertisements published in the
newspapers, the public generally. The response to these invi-
tations was very gratifying.

The Commission has studiously refrained from suggesting
what form the memorial should take, deeming it much better to
induce those addressing the Commission to express their own
opinions. To the surprise of the Commission, the view's ex-
pressed as to the form of the memorial and its location have
been practically unanimous.

Form of Memorial.

As to the form the proposed memorial should take, there has
been little difference of opinion. From one organization, the
opinions of which are entitled to great respect, there came a
suggestion that a triumphal arch be erected over Tremont
Street in Boston. One individual suggested a bridge.

The great mass of opinion submitted to the Commission was
that any memorial to soldiers and sailors must be utilitarian in
nature, and that a building containing a large auditorium
would most readily lend itself to useful purposes. With the
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two exceptions noted, every person to address the Commission
recommended the erection of such a building.

As to the size, of auditorium to be provided in such a build-
ing, there has been marked diversity of opinion, the sugges-
tions varying from a seating capacity of 1,000 to one of
25,000. After giving the matter careful consideration, and after
viewing the beautiful municipal auditorium in Springfield, the
Commission is strongly of the opinion that a seating capacity
of 5,000 will be ample to meet any probable demand.

In addition to an auditorium, the building should contain
rooms to be used as headquarters for the State organizations of
the veterans of the several wars, as well as places of assembly
for patriotic and auxiliary organizations, and a library, the
sphere of which shall be solely the assembling and preservation
of all records and data relating
tory of the Commonwealth.

to the military and naval his-

Particularly is there need for
room for housing and exhibiting
as may be contributed to the
represented to the Commission
scendants of veterans, from the

including in such a building a
such trophies and relics of war
Commonwealth. It has been
that many veterans and de-
days of Capt. Myles Standish

down to those of the most recent war, have in their possession
trophies and relics which they would gladly present to the
Commonwealth if a suitable place were provided for keeping
them. By providing in its memorial building a place for dis-
playing these mute evidences of the valor of her sons, Massa-
chusetts will keep ever before the eyes of future generations
object lessons in patriotism which cannot fail to bring excellent
returns in improved manhood and in better citizenship.

here have been expressed to the Commission divergent
opinions as to whether the building should include, also, a hall
foi the display of the war flags carried by Massachusetts
organizations in the various wars. These flags at present arehoused amid beautiful surroundings in the Hall of Flags in theMate House. The hall has recently been rearranged, and theags of all wars have been placed in it. It is evident that nofurther expansion is possible.

It has been questioned whether the older flags, in their worncondition, would stand the strain of removal from their present
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cases. I hat question can be determined only through expertadvice from persons familiar with the handling of tatteredemblems, and consequently the Commission makes no recoin
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war veterans, certainly she should see to it that the buildin;
shall forever be the outstanding feature of its immediate en
vironment.

The location which has been most frequently urged upon the
Commission is the lot adjoining the west wing of the State
House, and bounded by Beacon, Joy and Mt. Vernon streets.
It was argued that such a location would be easily accessible;
that a building located there could be heated from the capitol
building; and that use of this land for a memorial building

would prevent its passing into the hands of those who might
erect upon it buildings for commercial purposes.

The Commission believes that this site is not desirable, as
the type of building the Commission has in mind would be
architecturally in opposition to the State House group, and the
site is not large enough to provide suitable environment.

Another site frequently mentioned is Boston Common. Real-
izing, however, that the people of Boston would undoubtedly
refuse to permit the Common to be used even for so noble a
purpose, the Commission has nc
consideration.

t given this suggestion serious
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exercising its power of eminent domain, the Commission
believes that the expense incident to acquiring this property
makes its use for memorial purposes prohibitive.

Several locations in the Fenway have been suggested and
have been studied by the Commission, as well as the sugges-
tion that an island be built in the Charles River Basin, adjacent
to the Harvard bridge, and a memorial placed thereon.

Each of these suggestions has merit, but in the opinion of the
Commission each is lacking in some essential. For that reason
the Commission has carefully studied every possibly available
site near the center of the city, and as a result of its studies
recommends that the memorial be located on the shore of the
Charles River Basin, at a point nearly opposite Arlington
Street.

This site is accessible, being within easy walking distance
from the business center and the stations of the rapid transit
lines. From the standpoint of natural beauty of surroundings,
it is second to none which the Commission has studied; and
from the standpoint of cost, it is doubtful if a suitable site
could be obtained anywhere near the center of the city for so
little money.

To utilize this site, it will be necessary to extend the present
retaining wall of the basin. This can be done without injury
either to the basin itself or to the esplanade; and the erection
of such a building as the Commission proposes will add greatly
to the attractiveness of this great water playground, which,
after ten years of existence as such, is practically in an unde-
veloped stage, and is used by comparatively few people.

The Commission proposes that a broad avenue be laid out
from the corner of Beacon and Arlington streets, running
through to the basin at an angle of about 45 degrees, and that
the memorial building be placed at the end of that avenue.
This location would be also at the end of Berkeley Street
extended and Mt. Vernon Street extended. The building, ac-
cordingly, would be plainly visible and directly accessible
through three broad avenues, namely, Berkeley Street, Mt.
Vernon Street, and the proposed avenue from the corner of the
Public Garden. To do this, it will be necessary to take the



Location recommended for Memorial Building.—Charles R. Greco, Architect.
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properties numbered 92 to 99, inclusive, on Beacon Street, the
assessed valuations of which in 1920 aggregated $701,900.

Correspondence with the Metropolitan District Commission
has disclosed the fact that when the Charles River Basin was
laid out a verbal agreement was entered into with abutting
land owners that no buildings injurious to their property would
thereafter be erected upon the basin. This Commission believes
that the agreement referred to does not apply to the building
which it proposes, because an imposing memorial to soldiers
and sailors cannot fail to add to the attractiveness and to the
intrinsic value of all the surrounding property. Even if there
were to be no enhancement of property values, the Commission
cannot believe that any property owner on the shore of the
Charles River Basin will permit any selfish personal interest to
stand in the way of a suitable memorial to the soldiers and
sailors who have done so much for the glory and honor of
Massachusetts and the Nation.

Cost.
During the months the Commission has given to the careful

consideration of this subject, it has steadily grown upon them
that this proposed memorial is
ages, and must be an everlastin
of Massachusetts, and worthy
deeds of her sons.

not for a day, but for the
honor to the Commonwealth
to commemorate the heroic

Without detailed plans and
impossible for the Commission tc

pecifications, it is manifestly
make any real estimate of the

cost of such a building as it proposes for the consideration of
the General Court. Even a rough estimate is made difficult by
the fact that prices of building materials are slowly declining,
and there is every promise of a further decline before actual
construction of the building can be begun. Such an estimate,
however, indicates that on the basis of present prices a building
wholly adequate to the purpose could be erected of granite for
$3,700,000. As indicated above, the assessed valuation of the
land to be taken is $701,900. Engineers of the Metropolitan
District Commission estimate that $487,950 would cover the
cost of building a river wall and filling in the enclosed area.
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From these figures it appears that the building can be erected
on the basis of present prices, and on the plan suggested by the
Commission, at a cost not exceeding $4,889,850.

The Commission includes drawings as a part of its report,
portraying its tentative plan for a memorial building and for
its immediate environment.

Recommendation

It has been repeatedly called to the attention of the Com-
mission that the Commonwealth has provided no memorial of
any sort to the men of Massachusetts who fought for the preser-
vation of the Union, although nearly fifty-six years have
elapsed since those men returned to their homes. Their num-
bers are rapidly dwindling, and in a very few years at the
most the last will have passed to the Great Beyond. In view
of their long and patient waiting for official recognition in the
form of a memorial, the Commission feels very strongly that it
is but their due that the memorial should be completed at the
earliest possible time.

Veterans of the Spanish War, too, have waited long for
action by the Commonwealth. In the World War, Massa-
chusetts contributed more than 193,000 of her sons and daugh-
ters, and it is inconceivable that further delay shall be per-
mitted in providing a permanent reminder of the noble sacri-
fices and heroic deeds of those who have brought honor to the
Commonwealth.

The Commission therefore recommends that the Legislature
at the present session make provisions for the preparation of
detail plans for a memorial building of granite, as outlined in
this report, to be located in Boston upon the shore of the
Charles River Basin, and that the work of construction be
pushed to completion with all possible dispatch.

Respectfully submitted

J. PAYSON BRADLEY, Chairman.
WILLIS W. STOVER.
GEORGE F. KEENAN
CHARLES R. GRECO.
LOUIS E. KIRSTEIN.


